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USF Official Files
Are Public:' BOR
1

BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Staff Writer
Although USF's Student Affair's files are currently not open
to public scrutiny, a board of
Regents (BOR) spokesman said
yesterday "any official files are
public information."
.
"If they are official files of the
Universi,ry, then they are public
records," Dr. Richard Hulet,
BOR Vice Chancellor for Student
Affairs, said . "I do not mean that
everything in <Dr.) Joe Howell's
<USF vice president for Student
Affairs) office is public, but any
official files are public information .".
HULET NO.TED student
personal records are classified as
"limited access" by a recent
BOR vote. However, he said this
ruling "does not change administrators' records ."
Dr. Chuck Hewitt, assistant to
Howell, said last week he did "not
anticipate" bis office "releasing
any of our so-called files," but
added the decision would not he

made until Howell returns from
vacation Aug. 6.
Yesterday, Hewitt said he is
"not sure" what will happen
concerning possible release of the
files.
SG Pres. Bill Davis and Special
Assistant Ben Johnson recently
asked Student Affairs to release
the files they maintain on the
Student Finance Committee, the
University Constitution, (and SG
constitution) and The Oracle.
Administrators referred the
request to University General
Counsel Larry Robinson for a
legal opinion.
LAST WEEK, Hewitt said
Robinson had issued a "tentative
informal" opinion which said a
person should specify the specific
document desired and also
pointed to a distinction between
"working papers" and public
documents. Hewitt said a "very
costly and frustrating review" of
the files would be required to
separate "working papers" from
public records.
"I don't know what we have in

our files," Hewitt said. "When
Vice Pres. Howell returns he will
enter into negotiations."
"It appears they are delaying
until Dr. Howell returns," Davis
said. "Hopefully they are not
waiting to find which papers to
put in the shredders."
DA VIS SAID his office has not
"had any indications one way or
another" concerning release of
the files, but added he is "going
over" today to again request
them.
"What may be going on is they
will wait for Howell to get back to
screen the files," he said. "I don't
know what they have to hide."
Dan Walbolt, assistant vice
president for Student Affairs,
said ·the request · presented a
"very difficult problem," but
said he anticipates a release of at
least a portion of the documents.
"I would assume that not every
paper in our office would be
classified as working papers,"
Walbolt said. "I assume we an·
going to have to resolve t!ii"
problem somehow ."

Oracle Photo by Linda Rodgers

Electronic Music-Maker
Dr. Larry Austin, professor of music, rigorously ·
captures some sounds of music from within electronic
music machines during "Systems Complex" held
Friday night in the Theatre Arts Bldg.

Nixon Let Haldeman Hear Tapes
WASHINGTON <UPI> - H.R.
Haldeman disclosed before an
astonished Senate Watergate
Committee Monday that he
recently listened to the White
House tape recordings President
Nixon has refused to make
public. He said. they undermine
the testimony of John W. Dean III

that Nixon knew about the
Watergate cover-up.
Haldeman, Nixon 's closest
adviser and former chief of staff,
said the President authorized
him twice to listen to the secret
tapes - once in April before he
resigned and once early this
month, in his home.

THE CREW-CUT former West
Coast advertising executive, once
so powerful he was known as ''the
assistant President," refused on
presidential orders to answer
questions about what the tapes
reveal was said at Nixon's
key meetings with Dean.
Haldeman said ·the tapes

. - - - - - O n Behalf Of UF Students----....

dispute Dean's account of what
was said at:
-The meeting of Sept. 15, 1972,
the day the grand jury indiCted
the seven original Watergate
defendants, attended by Nixon,
Dean and Haldeman .
DEAN
SWORE
Nixon
congratulated him for "containing" the Watergate, keeping
it out of the White House.
-The March 21, 1973 meeting
at which Dean said he warned
Nixon that Watergate threatened
to become "a cancer on the
presidency" and that Dean,
Haldeman and John D. Ehrlichman, another top aide, were all
"indictable."
Some members of the committee said Nixon had given
Haldeman, "a private citizen,"
access to evidence he has denied
from the committee and the
courts.

I Second Tuition Suit Planned I
BY SANDRA WRIGHT
Oracle Staff Writer
A class action tuition suit,
similar to one filed by a USF
student, will be "on file next
week" on behalf of students at the
University of Florida <UFJ,
attorney Jackson Boughner said
yesterday.

Boughner, also attorney for
USF student Susan Weitzel, said
he "got a call from a student at
UF" yesterday requesting he file
a suit similar to Weitzel's.
Weitzel has asked return of all
excess tuition fees charged to her
and others at USF because they
have been bona fide Florida
residents less than one year.
"THE LAW IS that all citizens
of Florida must be treated
equally," Boughner said. "This
distinction is just something the
Board of Regents made."
The UF student, whose name
Boughner would no~ reveal "until
he actually files , " has bought a
house "for his wife and himself,
(to further establish his
residency) " Boughner said . He
said this was "as clean a case as
you can get."
"I can understand if they
(students) are going home , (after
graduation)" Boughner said,
indicating this may mean the
student was actually a nonresident. However, he said this
student was clearly a resident.

BOUGHNER SAID he will
represent the UF student because
the student told him no
Gainesville lawyer would handle
the case . This "apparently"
related to the fact that many of
these lawyers attended UF,
Boughner said.
"Apparently the lawyers in
Gainesville graduated from UF
and have some sort of agreement
that they'll never sue the
university," he said.
Boughner said a recent
Supreme
Court
decision
"beautifully
skirted"
the
residency question. He said the
court ruled that a regulation in a
university in another state, which
required a student to maintain

the same residency classification
throughout college was "improper."
J\CCOHDING TO Boughner,
the UF student told him that UF
officials said there were 80
students in his situation at that
university. The class action suit
will represent all students in this
category.
Boughner said he will not drop
the cases if the Circuit Court
rules against him. He noted he
could next bring the cases to
District Court, then the State
Supreme Court.
"I didn't start with intent to
stop if I gqt an adverse ruling,"
he said. "All citizens ought to
have the same rights; that's all
I'm asking for."

r-~~~=·=~Morrow

On July 23, in refusing the
committee access to the tapes,
Nixon said, "None has been
transcribed or made public and
none will."
But
Haldeman,
in
his
testimony, made public only that
he had heard what the tapes said.
A privilege Nixon denied
Congress and special prosecutor
Archibald Cox, charged with

Former
'Assistant
President' says tapes
dispute testimony by John
Dean.
finding the truth about campaign
irregularities and crimes.
Nixon listened to the tapes for
10 to 12 hours on June 4. He told
the committee the tapes "are
entirely consistent with what I
know to be the truth and what I
have stated to be the truth" but
"persons with different perspectives and motivations would
inevitably interpret" them in
different ways.
Gerald L . Warren, deputy
White House press secretary,
disclosed after
Haldeman
testified that two other aides
have listened to the tapes . .On
Nixon's instructions, J. Fred
Buzhardt, presidential counsel,
listened to a March 20 conversation between Nixon and
Dean and Steve Bull, Nixon's
appointments secretary, heard a
March 14 Nixon-Dean talk,
Warren said.
Haldeman said he took one tape
home with him in early July,
returning it the next morning .
John J. Wilson, his lawyer, said
he believed Haldeman took the
original tape - not a copy.

Charges May Be Refiled-.....
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Grand larceny a nd worthless check charges dismissed
aga inst suspended University Police officer Norris D.
Morrow may be re-filed according to Assistant State Attorncy Anthony Prieto.
Prieto said charges of grand larceny were dismissed
because "the judge felt he <Morrow) was brought up on the
wrong charges." Prieto said the bad check charge is still
1w n<li11g and the grand la1·ceny charge may be re-filed as
"failure to return rental property."
L/\ST WEEK Morrow said he reimbursed United RentAll Co for the bad checks and said "as far as they're <United
Hent-Alll concerned the matter is over."
However, .Jack Ca rter, owner of United Rent-All who

originally swore out the warrant against Morrow said he has
not yet made good on the bad checks.
"He <Morrow) called me after he appeared in court and
said he would come in the next day and make restitution. But
I haven't heard from him since," Carter said.
'
CARTER SAID Morrow had given him two checks drawn
on closed accounts in two different banks when paying rent
on a TV set. When Morrow failed to return the set at Carter 's
request a warrant was sworn against Morrow.
Albert Hartley, vice president for Finance and Planning
said the University still has not been informed of Morrow's
status and he is still susoended.
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Ca mp aig n Re for m Bil l Ap pro ve d
WASHINGTON <UPI)
Spurred by the Watergate
scandals, the Senate yesterday
approved the most sweeping
""""e8mpaign reforms in American
political history .
The legislation would impose
shoestring budgets on spending
by candidates for the presidency,
the Senate and House, and end
the era of "fat cat" contributors
to political campaigns.
It also would create an independent Federal Election
Commission to oversee the
reforms . The bill carries
penalties for violations that
range up to $25,000 in fines and 10
years in iail.

Nixon To Reply
WASHINGTON <UPIJ
Senate Republican Leader Hugh
Scott said yesterday Pres. Nixon
plans to reply to testimony about
him on Watergate within a week
or 10 days after completion of
Senate hearings on the first phase
of the scandal.

No Comm ent
LONDON <Uf'.ll - Former
White House aide Jef Stuart
Magruder refused to comment on
the Watergate affair yesterday
when he arrived with his wife and
four children for a vacation in
England .

Skylab II
The
HOUSTON WPll
Skylab II astronauts tightened
the lid on a garbage disposal that

was leaking air from the space
station yesterday and reported
later they still felt symptoms of
motion sickness that delayed
their first spacewalk.

Phnom Penh
PHNOM PENH (UPI) - Sharp
clashes were reported yesterday
as close as fi v.e miles southeast of
Phnom Penh as advancing
Communist troops routed 200
government soldiers from a
position east of the Bassac River.

Farm Bill Veto
WASHINGTON WPIJ
Agriculture Secretary Earl L.
Butz said yesterday he would
recommend to Pres. Nixon that
he veto a farm bill unless SenateHouse conferees scaled down
provisions for grain, cotton and
dairy supports.

USSR Jews
WASHINGT ONWPIJ - Attorney General Elliot L.
Richardson said yesterday he
would use his parole authority
under immigration laws to
permit 800 Soviet Jews, now in
Rome, to come to the United
States without the customary
long delay.

UFW Strike
DELANO, CALIF . <UPIJ
Battling to retain his last major
block of contracts against his old
ri val , the Teamsters Union,

ntws

W 0 r Id britfs
in damages caused by a weekend
Cesar Chavez posted United
Farm Worker Union pickets _ of rioting and burning .
yesterday for a general strike
against the t_able grape industry.

Baby Selling

Air Protec tion
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
Environme ntal Protection
Agency gave the Big Three
automobile makers yesterday an
additional year, until 1977, to turn
out cars that will meet federal
standards for emissions of a
major pollutant, nitrogen oxides.

N. Y.Man hunt
SPECULATOR, N.Y. <UPI) Law officers spurred by the
threat that "I'll kill again '. '
combed the campsites and
woodlands of the Adirondacks
yesterday looking for a gunman
who stabbed to death a camper
bound to a tree .

Prison Uprisin g
McALESTER, OKLA. <UPIJ
- A third convict died of stab
wounds and Oklahoma 'State
Prison officials said yesterday
more bodies might be hidden in
the ashes of the prison's gutted
buildings. Gov. David Hall ordered 30 days of hard labor for
prisoners to clean up $20 million

Pari -Mu tuel Inte rest s Oka yed
She lter' Now Fore ver Gon e
1

TALLAHAS SEE (UPI l-A
main author of the new Florida
Electi<Jn Finance Law said
yesterday the little-notice d
repeal of the ban on political
contribution s from gamblers
strips away a "shelter" that pariyesterday Florida earned $23.6
mutuel interests once enjoyed.
million through the investment of
temporarily idle state money ·
John French, n-0w the
the last fiscal year.
during
executive director of the State
He said he expected the state to
Democratic Party, said parimutuel license holders were • earn $20 million in interest during
the first six months of his fiscal
contributing to various cam"
year-"almo st as much as was
paigns anyway, simply by
earned In the entire fiscal year
channeling money through
just past."
friends and relatives to office
seekers sympathetic to their ·
The State money is placed in
cause.
time deposits in Florida banks or
in short-term U.S. treasury bills
French was staff director of the
until needed by state agencies as
House Elections Committee when
operating funds.
Campaignsweeping
the
Practices Bill, giving new enforcement · powers to the
secretary of state, was enacted
by this year's legislative session .
TALLAHASSEE <UPI>-Two
He said the pari-mutuel
Florida A&M professors have
· licensees would "pick and choose
received a $116,000 federal grant
who they'd support" that way,
to study the eating habits of
slipping money through friends to
teenagers iri northwest Florida in
those they liked and citing the
an effort to keep them from being
·legal prohil>ition ·when turning
"nutritional illiterates. "
down those they disliked .
The study, to oe conducted in
That way, if their man Jost,
Leon, Wakulla and Gadsden
they could remain on friendly
counties beginning in the fall, will
terms with the winner they had
involve ·radio and television
failed to support, he said.
education messages aimed at
With repeal of the pari-mutuel
improving eating habits.
prohibition, French said , Florida
law now makes no ban on contributions from any type of
business interest or lobbying
TALLAHASSEE <UPl>_:_The
group.
Florida Parole and Probation
Commission said yesterday the
state's new court system has
caused such an increase in the
TALLAHASSEE (UPI>-State
Treasurer Tom O'Malley said

Nutriti on Study

Probat ion

Produ ctive Year

wtather
Partly cloudy through
Wednesday . Low in mid iOs
and high in 90s. Winds i-15
mph. gusty near thundershowers. 50 per cent
chance of rain.

...

news

a briefs
number of defendants convicted
of misdemeano rs being put on
probation that the level of
supervision of each probationer
will have to be reduced .
Commission c·hairman Armond Cross said the reduction in
supervision was "regrettable "
because the rehabilitation of
misdemeana nts was considered a
their
against
prevention
graduation to more serious,
felony crimes .
The new court system, which
went into effect Jan. 1,· abolished
justice of the peace courts and
began phasing out municipal
courts, which had been handling
many misdemeano r cases with
fines or suspended sentences,
Cross said.

Gaines ville 8
GAINESVILLE <UPIJ-U .S.
District Court Judge Winston E .
Arnow, proclaiming "there is no
stronger advocate than me of
freedom of the press, " refused
yesterday to loosen his restrictions on coverage of the
" Gainesville eight" anti-war
veterans trial.
The judge refused to change an
order against witnesses or
" prospective " witness~s for
either side talking with newsmen
or to raise the limit of news
media representativ es allowed in
the courtroom .during the trial.

The Oracle is the official student-edited newspaper of the University of South
Florida and is publ ished four times weekly, Tuesday through Friday, during the
academic year period September through mid-June; twice during the academic year
period mid-June through August, by the University of South FloriJa , 4202 Fowler
Ave ., Tampa, F l a.--33620.
Opinions expressed in The Oracle are those of the editors or of the ·writer and not
those of the University of South Florida. Address correspondence to The Oracle, LAN
472, Tampa . Fla .. 336 20.
Second class postage pa id at Tampa, Fla. The Oracle reserves the right to regulate

the typograph ical tone of all advertisements and revise or turn away copy it considers
objectionable .
Programs, activities and facilities of the University of South Florida are available
to all on a non-discriminato ry basis, without regard to race, color, religion, sex, age or
national origin . The University is an affirmative action Equal Opportunity Employer .

guerrillas and two officers in the
El Fatah guerrilla movement
will be arraigned before Judge
Mustafa Bushar on Sept. 25 on
charges of murdering three
Western diplomats on March I,
prosecution sources said.

A
PITTSBURGH <UPI) Pittsburgh woman and two men
from suburban Penn Hills have
been indicted by a federal grand
jury in connection with a
fraudulent interstate babyselling scheme.

Papad opoulo s
ATHENS (UPI) - President
George Papadopoul os said
yesterday his victory in a
nationwide referendum to abolish
the monarchy killed all hopes of
his opponents for political survival.

Laos Coaliti on
VIENTIANE , LAOS <UPIJ The forces of Prime Minister
Souvanna Phouma and the
Communist Pathet Lao have
reached tentative agreement to
form a coalition government and
.begin withdrawal of foreign
troops, a high-ranking government source said yesterday. Still
to be worked out are some
milita·r y issues.

Private Schoo ls
ALEXANDRIA, VA . <UPI) A federal court decision forbidding private schools to deny
admission to blacks appeared
likely · yesterday to inspire admission challenges to schools in
seven southern states.

Kharto um Trial
KHARTOUM <UPI) - Eight
Palestinian Black September

Rubbe r Bullets

BELFAST (UPI> - British
troops fired rubber bullets and
tear gas canisters to break up
rock-throwing youths in a Roman
Catholic neighborhood yesterday
after bombers demolished a 200year-old church .

Dollar Goes Up
LONDON <UPIJ - Gold and
the dollar swung widely in price
on London markets today . On
European exchanges the U.S .
dollar began a critical week
slightly higher than it was on
.
Friday.

Canada Quits
SAIGON <UPI) - The Vietnam
interna ti on al peace-keepi ng
team will come to a virtual
standstill today when Canada
pulls out, according to the
chairman of its Hungarian
delegation.

Parole Denie d
WASHING TON <UPIJClifford Irving, serving a two and
one-half year prison sentence for
writing a bogus biography of
billionaire recluse Howard
Hughes, yesterday was denied
freedom by the U.S. Parole
Board.
The board also denied parole to
four members of the Ku Klux
Klan convicted of the 1964
murder of three young civil
rights workers at Meridian, Miss.

Kidnap ping
NICOSIA, CYPRUS <UPllKidnapped Justice Minister
Christakis Vakis has sent his wife
a note saying he's well and telling
her not to worry, police reported
yesterday.

·u NlVE RSIT Y

BICY CLE

CENTER
~kiW
l'~chieed Dealer
SALES and SERVICE

J 220 E. Fletcher Ave.
Open 8:00 am - 6:00 pm

PHONE 97 l-2277

..........
TONIGHT

Night Cry (1927)
with Rin Tin Tin

The Blacksmith (1922)
starring Buster Keaton

SPECIAL FEATURE:
A Mugica/ Rag Time Accompaniment
by the Famoug "KNOCKY" Parker
8:00

p.m.

LAN 103

Admission tf.00
Sponsored 11; the
Public Relations Student Society of America
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Minorities' Plan Released 1

BY MIKE ARCHER
Oracle Staff Writer
A tentative Affirmative Action
Plan was released yesterday by
University Relations Director
Jim Vickrey to members of
USF's Equal Opportunity
Committee, the faculty and
student senates, and USF's four
special assistants for _women and
minorities "to get their reactions."
Vickery said the plan is intended to establish equitable
hiring and recruiting procedures

for women and minorities "at all
levels of the University._' '.
"WE ASSUME at the outset
that we could have more women
and minority group members in
key positions," Vickrey said.
But he added a special effort to
specifically recruit women and
minority members "was just as
against the law as discrimination." He said all applicants
should be "evaluated on the basis
of qualififcations related to the
position for which they are being
considered."
The theory behind the plan,

Vickrey said, is to "broaden the
range of applications" to get a
wider base from which to hire.
"THE LAWS OF probability
indicate that the more applications we have the greater
our chances of getting minority
members to fill new positions ~ "
Vickrey said USF "is forced"
to use state personel testing
procedures that "have been the
basis of possible discrimination
in the past." He said the only
legal way for USF to hire anyone
is "on the basis of their
qualifications," but the state

Graduate Student Union
Eyes Statewide Expansion
BY LINDA HUMANN
. Oracle Staff Writer
The Graduate Student Union
<GSU) at the University of
Florida (UF) will try to expand to
USF and Florida State University
(FSU) this fall to gain a better
bargaining position for grad
students across the state, Hugh
Ellis, union member, said.
Currently, the union"s primary
concern is obtaining a wage increase for graduate student
teaching assistants. Assistants'
salar-ies range from $2,574 to
$3,100 at UF and from $2,700 to
$3,600 at USF. Of this , $960 must
be given back to the universities
in tuition .
GSU representatives went
before the Board of Regents
<BORl last Wednesday to request
a 60 per cent pay increase for
teaching assistants, saying the
raise would cover inflation that
has taken place since the last
teaching assistant pay raise
almost six years ago and the $50
tuition increase for grads that
went into effect Sept. 1971. ·
THEIR REQUEST was refused
and GSU members say that grad
students across the state will
have to unionize to obtain pay
raises , because the BOR
ultimately determines all wage
increases, Ellis said.
"Since it's a whole system-like
problem, grad students are going

~----
Need help?
Cliff Notes
a nd

Monarch Notes
From

to have to deal with it with their
own system," he said .
''The basic p_roblem for
graduate students is not only pay,
but cost of living. If you don 't get
a regular cost of living increase,
your paycheck dwindles in
value," he said.
GRAD TEACHING . assistants
are full-time students and parttime teachers who can't always
make the time to round out their
incomes with employment outside the university, he added.
Ellis said he envisions either a
central union with branches on
each of the three campuses or
three cooperative unions "that
act separately on their campuses
but 'in concert' before, say, the
BOR."
USF Director of Graduate
Studies John Briggs said the
number of graduate teaching
assistantships would have to be

cut if the assistants' pay W!lS
raised.
"THOSE WHO got the
assistantships would benefit of,
course, but, then, those who
didn't would be hurt financially,"
he said~
·
There are numerous ways to
finance a higher degree, Briggs
said : parents, relatives , and
loans, for example, Also "Some
work beforehand to get enough
money to go through masters and
doctorate programs."
A graduate student union with
social benefits would be
desirable, Briggs said. "Students
could get togeth-e r and talk about
professional things," he said.
However, he is "dubious" about a
union whose main objective is "to
press the State University
System for higher wages"
because it would mean fewer
jobs.
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LOW COST

*WALK TO USF : We are located 1 block from USF. You
don 't'need a car to - get to ·classes if you .
live at La Mancha Dos.
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The American Red Cross

'tf BEAUTY

BOOKCCNTat

.,

$72 -$90.00 per month. That should be less
·than even a dormitory.
1

i:t ·RECREATION :

UTTLf~

Bedroom-study to yourself. Sleep wh~i:
you want, study when you want, decorate
and use as you want.
Fully equipped all-electric kitchen ;
separate dining room.spacious living
room two full bathrooms, patios
o-verlooking ·beautiful
courtyards.
:'.l'hick shag. carpet wall-· to-wall, .classy Barcelona-style furniture, luxury , accomodations
1throughoutPlanned parties at least .once a month, grills
for barbecuing in each · !Courtyard, all
residents young and single. ·
By next fall there will beltwo
recreation buildings, 3 . pools, sauna ,
.bi I Ii a rd s, exercise rooms, tennis,
:basketball, volleyball,: pingpong, colol
meditation room.
T. V.·loun ge s,
flowers, shrubbery -T rees ,
be a uty outside. , A place where . the
outdoors can bf' enjoyed:

Reservations are now being accepted for next fall .
Specific apts. reserved on a 1st come - 1st serve basis.

Fl oril a nd Ma ll
Flori da Ave. & Busch Blvd .

Ph. 935-464 1

The 30 page recomendation will
be submitted to USF Pres . Cecil
Mackey Aug. 17 for approval,
after additional recomendations
from vari.ous areas of the
University including SG, Faculty
Senate, and special assistants for
women and minorities in Adm inistr a ti ve , Academic , and
Student A'ffairs .
Vickrey said he was waiting for
HE SAID HIS recruiting and
hiring recomendatons in the
"utilization and availability
proposed plan are based soley on
data" before presenting the plan
qualifications because "the only
to the college deans for "concrete
recomendations as to how many
alternative is the quota system."
and where," and he should have
The plan, released yesterday
the data showing anticipated
"for circulation and review"
"hiring expectations for minority
recomends women students
group employes" in about two
living in residence halls should
weeks.
have the same freedom of entry
HE .SAID HIS recomendations
exit as provided male students,
call for no new· committees,
"except as may be required for
grievance procedures, or persecurity of female residents."
sonel, but that "the substance of
Vickrey said the exception
the University's commitment to
"relates to physical safety facequal opportunity" should be to
tors," but added as written those
provisions could be subject to
increase the likelihood of hiring
different interpretations by
women and minority group
different individuals involved.
members in . high paying
"SOME OF the language may
Academic, Administrative &
have to be changed," he said. "In . Professional, and Career Service
jobs.
some places it's a little vague.
"There's very little specifically
'"The general idea is that onthat's new," he said.' "It's just a
cam pus housing regulations
summation of what we have been
should contain no specific
doing and what we ought to .be
references to rules governing
doing ."
women only."

La Mancha Dos was designed as an
alternative for students with no taste for
dormitory rooms but without the budget to
afford high rates. of most conventional
apartments either

Strange, but true: many a dock worker doesn't know how
to swim. One step in the wrong direction-and a man could
be in deep trouble.
Which is why, in Los Angeles, the American Red CrossAmerica's Good Neighbor:--gives a water survival safety
course to non-swimming waterfront workers.
If you live far from the waterfront, this may not seem
important to you.
But it represents just what Red Cross is all about.
Because The American Red Cross is a home town affair.
That's why you find us doing different things in different
home towns. We're what you need us to be. Whoever you
are. Wherever you are.
And isn't that what a Good Neighbor is all about?
Be a good neighbor. Help The Good Neighbor.

+

tests
used
to
evaluate
qualifications "seemingly
discriminates against women
and members of minority
groups."
"The tests we use may have a
disproportionate impact on
minorities," he said . "But we
have no choice but to use them."

ILAMANCHA DOS APTS
l

1 Block from USF on 42nd St.
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WUSF Should Think Of Students
The Oracle must agree with protests
prompted by recently announced
reductions in some segments of WUSFFM's progressive rock broadcasting.
The cut
backs
seem
highly
discriminatory and hardly founded in
fact or the professed desires and needs
of the station's audience. The program
changes appear to be based on the
personal preference of a few people
currently in charge of the station.
We agree with acting Director of
Educational Resources Manny Lucoff
in his premise that the station should be
responsive to a wide blend of audiences. However, the way to this end is not
to cut Underground Rail Road (URR)
programming by almost 50 per cent.
We must point out that there were more

[Editorials & Com~tntary]
hours of classical programming than
URR before the cut, but no classical
programming has yet been axed.
LUCOFF DEFENDS THE action,
saying it will make WUSF more attractive and responsive to a wider
audience. He discounts that 68 per cent
of those replying to a WUSF survey said
URR was their top listening choice. He
said the survey reached a limited
audience, and therefore was not
representative.
The Oracle wishes to remind him the

survey was modeled after one compiled
by students in mark'eting from the
College of Business Administration. In
a statement in The Muse, an area
survey of the arts, Alice Zacherl, WUSF
station manager, said, "T,he survey
conducted of WUSF listeners in early
May was 'truly successful,' and we
appreciate the hearty response from
Concert Association members." Either
there is a communication breakdown at
WUSF, or someone is drawing inaccurate conclusions from the survey.

THE WUSF CONCERT Association is
a part of the USF Foundation that
promotes classical music The
association solicits donations for WUSF
in The Muse from classical music
lovers.
Lucoff has said the station directors
will meet with the Concert Association
before any cuts in the classical
programming are decided on. He was
very explicit to point out that the
Concert Association had no say in
management of the station. The
meeting is scheduled yearly, and they
will iperely be told of any future
chanfes.
We wish such concern would have
been made to contact student leaders
before URR was cut. We would like to
think USF administrators are at least
as sympathetic to student wishes as
they are to those off-campus groups.
DAVE DIAL, production manager for
WUSF-FM, pointed out that the new cut
will help the station move away from
it's two prong classical and
progressive rock - format, into more
public affairs and documentary
programming. We think the goal is
sound, but feel the means employed,
cutting only one style of programming,
was not well thought out.
We feel WUSF should serve the entire
University community first, then attempt to reach off-campus audiences,
Specialized audiences should be served
by the station - but not one at the
other's expense. Broadcasting by
WUSF should serve all audiences, not
those favored by one segment of the
University while forsaking other interest.
THE ORACLE agrees with Pres,
Mackey that the station should have an
expanded role in the educational
process. We do not think this expanded
role should come at the expense of only
one segment of the listening audience.
Mackey has expressed his feelings
towards rock music in the past, and it is
no _surprise that his personal
preferences have again been unfairly
imposed on the student body.

Hulet Clarifies Quotes, Stand On USF SG
Editor:
In the Thursday, July 12, 1973, issue
of THE ORACLE, staff writer Linda
Bumann reports that upon a request
from Vice Pres. Joe Howell I brought to
the Council for Student Affairs a
suggested change in the Board of
Regents operating manual in connection with its p0licy relating to
Student Government. The sentence in
question <Section 2, Subsection 7.4.
Board of Regents operating manual)
reads as follows: Student Government
shall be the representative of all
students and is encouraged to function
on campus, with the recognition that
ultimate authority for university affairs rests with the administration of
each university.
While I have no desire to involve
myself in an internal problem at the
University, of South Florida, it might
have helped to clarify the situation if
the writer of the article had fully quoted
me in our discussion over the telephone
about the matter. Dr. Howell had made
a suggestion that the Council for
Student Affairs discuss the section of
the OPERATING MANUAL dealing
with Student Government. It was,
however, in the context of clearing up
the wording, and in no sense was it an
effort to "dismantle SG piece by

(letters)
piece," as THE ORACLE rep0rts SG
Pres. Bill Davis as stating.
I ALSO RECALL clearly, and I
rep0rted this to Ms. Bumann over the
telephone, that the dynamics of the
discussion at the meeting of the Council
for Student Affairs, and the purp0se of
the joint task force of the Council ·for
Student Affairs and the Council, of
Student Body Presidents, were .to, insure participation of students in the
governance of the universities arid,
certainly, the lessening of input from
students was not the intent of the
discussion. To impugn motives of Dr.
Howell in this matter is wrong.

This public document was
promulgated at an annual cost of
$1~8,li!lli.-l:i or !le per copy, to
disseminate news lo the students,
staff and faculty of the University
of South Florida. <Fifty-nine per
cent of the per issue cost is offset
by advertising revenue.)

tuesday's

ORACLE

::.

:::~.·

Richard E. Hu!et
Vice Chancellor
for Student Affairs
<Chairman, Council for Student Affairs>

An Ego Trip?
, Editor:
In answer to R. Kaye, 3 EGT, and his
indignation over the couches in the
ladies rooms, I offer the following
comments. I won't go into superfluous
differences between the sexes, I will
only dwell on physical differences
which no deliberation or equal rights
can eradicate.
After his initial sojourn into the inner
sanctum of the heretofore unviolated
chambers, this gentlemen lost all
control at the sight of the alledged
luxuries specifically the couches. It is
obvious that this young man is either

ROBERT FIALLO
Editor
:\ews Editor
Entertainment Editor
Sports Editor

totally naive and has not been exposed
to the theorem of the "birds and the
bees" or he had a relapse and gave way
to wholly unrestrained egoism. An ego
trip?
IN CONJUNCTION with his
ultimatum that the alledged luxuries
must go, we should in all fairness
petition all hospitals to shut down
maternity operations, call back all the
gynecologists and endeavor to
eliminate all female-oriented .products
as unfair, an affront to equal rights and
what have you!
I would like to p0int out to this
wayward fellow that certain female
physiological processes encumber a
lady with unusual symptoms that make
these couches a necessity. After all, it
just wouldn·•t be fair to the males to
have them subjected to these
processes, But if this young man persists that his restrooms should acquire
the appropriate "blue comforts," he
should then have the privilege of obtaining all the inviolate female
physiological processes that go hand in
hand with his request.

M. Tashbin

LAUREL TEVERBAUGH
Managing Editor
BILL :\OTTJ:\(i!LHI
\"l\"L\:\ :'lll'LE\

l.E:\OIC\ L\KE

SUE ALONG!
Advertising Manat;'

Makeup Editor
Copy Editor
,\dYisor

BICIL\HD E\"ON
P,\l"L \\'ILBOI{:\
LEO STAL:\:\KEB

DE:\DLl:\ES: General news 3 p.m. daily for following day issue. Advertising (with proof)
Thursday noon for Tuesday, :\!onday noon for Thursday. Deadlines ex tended one day without proof.
Classified ads taken 8 a.m."noon two days before publication in person or by mail with payment
{'llclosed. Ad,wtising rates on request, !l74-2620, Monday through Friday, 8 a.m.-:i p.m. Stories and
pictures of interest to students may be submitted to The Oracle in LA:\ 469 or the suggestion boxes in
the Library and t:c.
::::·
•' ··:·:·:·:·:·: ::::;;::::':::;:;:::::::·:-:-:::.·:·. ', :;:;:..::::::·::::·:·::::::;:·: : ···:· ····:::::::·:::·:::::·:;:::;:;:;:.:.: ·::::·:-·.-.·.·.·.· ...··:;.;-··:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:······ :·:···:··-·.·.·.·.;.·.·.;.· :·· ·::, :.: . ',• ,-:::::;::::.:::._- .':·:;;::::::·;·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::·:::::·;·:·::;:=:::::;:::;·:::::::·::;:·::··::::·:. ':::;:::::·:::::.':-:::·:::::·:·:::::;:;:;:::·:=:::::::;;;.:::::·:::::::::::::::::}~;;

ANPA Paceinaker Award 1967, 1969
A CP All-An1erican Since 1967
l\i
SD ~X nlark of Excellence 1972
'• . .

It is the clear intent of the Board of
Regents and its staff to invite input
from students and to expect responsible
participation from students in the
governance of the universities of the
,State University System of Florida.
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Jack Prehle
"Meeting With The Kids'
Was His USF Highlight
BY DIANNE STEPHANIS

Oracle Staff Writer

Sitting in a barren Administration Building office
~hich looks like it was designed
for temporary occupancy, former Director of Safety and
Security Jack Prehle said
Monday that the highlight of his
three-and-a-half year association
with USF,was "meeting with the
kids."
He regrets, however, the lack
of professionalism in the police
department he created out of "a
group of nightwatchmen" when
he came here in the fall of 1969.
"I'VE MET REAL nice
students here- student leaders,
student activists and just
'student' students looking for an
education," Prehle said. "It was
interesting to talk to them all. We
got along real good, believe it or
not, even though my views are on
the right and their's are on the
left."
Prehle eagerly exhibited a file,
filled with letters of praise from
students for his service to them.
Another file on his desk held
similar letters of praise, this time
from past and present USF officials as well as from former
governor Claude Kirk and
Senator Hubert Humphrey.
He did not speak quite so affectionately, however, of his

relations
with
USF
administration officials.
"MY IDEAS AND ideals in law
enforcement differ with those of
the administration," Prehle
admitted, adding he felt that was
"a real good reason to resign."
"The administration was · a
little upset with the hard approach I had with people," he
said. "I was very tough on people
and apparently I made a few of
them unhappy.
.but my
demands are strong. l felt I
personally owed some 20,000
Cpeoplel the protection I could
afford, and when they (the officers) didn't do their job, I had to
discipline them."
Prehle stressed several times
his first and foremost responsibility was seeing to it that the
safety ·of USF students was
protected.
"THE MAJORITY of the
students felt the '. officers were
really here to protect them and
their property," he said. His
force's efforts decreased the
campus crime rate by 18 per cent
in 1972. Prehle noted with pride.
But he added that he didn't feel
he "pleased Pres. Mackey with
my methods for keeping the
crime rate down."
"The
administration
is
thinking about a sensitivity
program," Prehle said. "I am as

sensitive as anyone is toward
people, but I never really knew
what they (the administration)
wanted."
Criticism by administration
officials of Prehle 's overdiscipline is not generally accepted as true, though. Virginia
Winstead, Prehle's secretary for
a year and a half, said his
discipline was necessary as he
was "striving for a good
department, trying to make his
people better."
University Police Lt. Charles
Wilson, appointed acting-security
director when Prehle resigned,
had nothing but kind words for
him.
Wilson said Prehle "took
everybody by surprise" when he
resigned. "We had no indication
that he was considering it,"
Wilson said.
"I ENJOYED working for him .
I've known him for a long time.
When I retired from the Marine
Corps I worked under him at
William J. Burns Detective
Agency," he said.
Prehle views his association
with USF as successful, in that he
accomplished his goal of creating
a police department from 22
security guards. But he is not
satisfied that the professionalism
of the "young officers" is up to
par with his expectations.

Expansion A 'Necessity'
BY DIANNE STEPHANIS

Oracle Staff Writer

Five years after its birth as a
13-acre facility on St. Petersburg's Bayboro Harbor, USF's
Bay Campus has reached the
point where expansion plans have
become a necessity, Dean Lester
Tuttle said recently.
Toward the goal of improved
and expanded facilities, Pres.
Mackey met with Pinellas County
Commission Chairman William
Dockerty last week to consider
possible sites for a new campus.
THE BAY Campus, located
near Bayfront Auditorium in
downtown St. Petersburg, houses
about 1,500 students and 85
professors-- some from the
Tampa campus--during the
academic year. Five years ago,
Tuttle said, only 69 students
attended classes at the Bay
Campus.
·
·
"There is a sufficient number
of people in Pinellas County to
justify additional sites," he
added. "It is not a question of
needing acreage, but rather of
amount and location."
Joe Busta, special assistant to
the president, said expansion will
be necessary because "to increase the program level you
have to expand the facilities."
"AS A HULE of thumb,
probably 100 acres would be a
minimum" when considering
expansion, he said. "The cost
involved wouldn't be worth it if it
was necessary to move again in
five to ten years."
The reason for the addition of
a new campus, Busta said, would
be_ "to meet needs not presently
bemg met." Thus the facility
would remain a two-year, upperlevel, institution, he said, as St.
Petersburg Junior College meets
the needs of lower-level students.

Busta said, however, that
the meeting between Mackey and
was
"very
Dockerty
preliminary."
"The meeting was a chance
for the commission to learn th<'
views of the University and 11>

look to the future about possible
additional sites," Busta said. He
added, however, that expansion
plans are in the very distant
future, and that the first consideration of USF administrators
is an extension center in the
Sarasota-Bradenton area .
MA('KEY SAID last week it
has been the policy of the Board
of Regents rnORl to have local
governmental agencies furnish
land for university sites . ·
Dockerty said that although he
will prepare a list of countyowned sites, h.e encouraged
Mackey to look elsewhere for a
·· ·
land donation.
"The BOR doesn't purchase
land," Tuttle said. "It has to be
contributed by a public agency or
a private individual."
IF LAND IS contributed. or if

expansion of present facilities is
deemed necessary, Tuttle said,
the BOR would develop plans to
send a budget request for construction funds to the state ··
. legislature.
Ken Boutwell , BOR vicechancellor for Administrative
Affairs, said the disciplines
students are in and the number of
hours they are carrying are
considered when the · BOR
determines the amount of
classroom space necessary.
Tuttle said the Bay Campus has
to avoid emphasis on disciplines
like Natural Science and Fine
Arts, because "different kinds
and amounts ·of space ~:-e
required."
"We clearly can't accomodate ,
a significant number of students
on our present facilities,'' he
said.

Oracle Photo by Steve Brier

Former U.P Director Jack Prehle
''Some don't like the traditional
ways of law enforcement " he
said. "They don't let an 'older
officer prove that the traditional
way is the right way."

why should people criticize? If
you do something wrong, you
deserve criticism," he added"'
Pressure, Prehle said, was
strong on his job.

Preh le defended his former
officers, though, when he
"I'm a policeman-24 hours a .
referred to recent Oracle
day, 7 days a week. No day or
criticism of University Police.
night went by that the phone
'"I;'he officers were doing what
wasn't ringing," he said. Last .
they were supposed to," Prehle · weekend, however, Prehle's '
said. "If you're doing your job,
phone didn't ring once.

KINGCOME'S TRIMMINGS
Needlepoint, Monograming, Alterations
. Rugs & Pillow Kits Dressmaking Wedding Accessories
IO per cent Off on purchase of needlepoint. crewel, and yarn.

11615

F~a.

Ave. at Fowler

RAZOR CUTS
HAIR STYLING

Ph. 935-8168

PH-971-3633
Appointments
Available
· Hours

Doily 9-6
Thurs. & Fri. 9-7:30
1 3520

· U~IVERSIT"\'. PLAZA
& 48l~3 BU~CH Pl..\ZA

-Richard Schickel, Life Magazine

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 1 8:00 pm lAN 103

504
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Opening Friday

Shore Captu res 'Shre w' In His Own Way
BY ANN CRAVENS
Oracle Feature Editor

Having 38 roles to perform
means a lot of work for 11 people
this summer-but that's what
repertory theatre is like, and
USF's Theatre for · a New
Repertory company is finding out
about it the hard way.
The company will be appearing
in "The Taming of the Shrew,"
Shakespeare's classic story of
male-female role conflict opening
Friday at 8 p.m. in the Theatre.
"Shrew" has 27 characters to
be portrayed by the 11 member

cast that is concurrently involved
in the 1940's Moss Hart comedy,
"Light Up the Sky."
"SKY" opened last weekend
and will alternate, running Aug .
1, 2, 8, and 10, with "Shrew "
which will run Aug. 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 and
11 . Both shows will be presented
at 8 p.m . in the Theatre.
In searching for a new way to
do an old play, director Herb
Shore , chairman of the Theatre
Department, has added an additional stage convention to
Shakespeare's original idea of a
play within a play .
A group of itinerant actors
searching for a place to get out of
. the rain in a strange town,
happen into an unused theatre.
They decide that since they are
going to be performing "Shrew,"
they might as well rehearse.
WITH BITS of ·scenery and
scraps of costumes found in the
empty theatre, they proceed to
"play theatre ," Shore said .
"It's one big carnival show. "
"It's also a way of getting 11
actors to play 27 roles,'' he added.
Until the Shakespearean part of
the plgy begins, the actors ad lib
their own lines . During the main
part of the play a casual,
rehearsal atmosphere is maintained .

Herb Shore

KATE AND Petruchio, the
often-warring lovers, are played
by Sue Powley and A. Joseph

Joseph Bertucci and Sue Powley
star as Baptista and Kate in the classic "The Taming of the Shrew."
Argenio. Other members of the
company are Joseph P. Bertucci,
Michael
Mendoza,
David
Ostermann ,· Richard Philpot ,
Thomas Dixon, Mark Lupton,
Abra Bigham, Leslie Anne Utley,
C. M. Reckeweg, Ian Johnson,
George Spellman , Rebecca Oslin
and Merritt Dekle.
Setting is by Tandova Jade
Ecenia and Charles Shipman .
Peter Ladue is in charge of the
lighting and costumes were
created by John C. Schuldt. Yen
Lu Wong is associate director of
movement.

Quick Wit, Action , Fine Acting
Highli ght Light Up The Sky'
1

BY ALICE HENRETIG
Oracle Staff Writer

Quick wit, fast action and
nearly professional acting sweep
you through each of the three acts
·of Carl Williams' production of .
Moss Hart's comedy, "Light Up
the Sky."
Soon after the first cackles of a
"caged parrot, " magnates from ·
America's theatre in the 1940's
charge on stage one by one into
the Boston penthouse of superstar Irene Livingston, to await
the time of opening night which
will mean Broadway or bust to a
new play.

'
THE STAKES are high. A gift
of a staggering amount of money
has been vested by Sidney Black
in the play by Peter Sloan, a
young writer who is green in the
business .
A female star of respectable
fame is putting her career to the
test in this play which -is serious
and heavy and different from its
dazzling competitors, such as
"Okl a homa " and " Kiss Me
Kate ." The tension rises as
Irene's overbearing mother,
Stella , and Sidney's platinum
blonde-haired wife,Frances, tear
the play apart and doom it in pre-

Women's Group
Gets Together
The Florida West Coast
Chapter of Women in Com munications , Inc. !Theta Sigma
Phil. is sponsoring a supper get
together on Aug . 8 at 7 p.m. at the
Coquina Key Arms Clubhouse.
All members. spouses , friends
and guests are invited at $1.75 a
person. Interns at area papers.
radio . and TV stations are in vited
·free . Plans for the upcoming year
will be explained and a vote will
be taken on three proposed
members .
Reservations must be made by
Aug . 6 by calling Peg Vlerebom e
at 894-8290 thomel or 894-1111
1 offi ce from St. Pete 1 or 229-2:300
·1 offi ce from Tampa 1.

•
)
( rtUltW
show prophecies. But the
playwright seems cool, or frozen,
about his first play 's opening, and
endures the wait for showtime
almost silently.
All around him the show people
act out their own apprehensions.
The star and the director,
Carleton Fitzgerald, swoon
almost teary-eyed over the play's
beauty and depth , and each
other. Sidney, in perpetual
conversation, paces the room like
a voluminous caged lion . Owen
Turner , another pla ywright ,
awaits the premiere with some
neutrality, as Stella and Frances
play cards .
AS THE play proceeds offstage, it looks like It's going to be
a bust. The show people fall apart
and reach new heights in encounter-group type torture . But
the theatrical " failure " and
likewise the people behind it are
saved in " Light Up the Sky's"
surprise ending .
Joseph Argenio is outstanding
in his hilarious nrotrayal of

LUTZ PAINT
& BODY SHOP
The place to have you
car repaired correctly.

907 129th
PH. 971-11

,....
~

Sidney, the clever old tycoon with
a heart of gold. Leslie Anne Utley
takes over the stage with her
keen depiction of the simpish,
self-centered superstar, Irene. I
thought I'd be bored with yet
another dumb-blonde role but
Abra Bigham is outrageous as
Frances . Sue Powley plays
Stormy Stella to the hilt and can't
be funnier .
Other will-played parts are
Richard Philpot as Peter Sloan ,
Thomas Dixon as Carleton Fitzgerald, David Mendoza as
Qwen Turner, Mark Lupton as
Irene's husband, Tyler Rayburn,
Joseph Bertucci as William H.
Gallegher and Michael Ostermann as a Plain Clothes Man .
The elegant costumes of silks
and furs were designed by John
C. Schuldt. Settings and lighting
are by Van Phillips and Bob
Wolf.
"Light Up the Sky, " will be
performed today and August 1,2,8
and 10 at 8 p.m . in the US!<'
Theatre .

IEAi iK®~f lJ l l
10403 N. Nebraska Ave. at Bougenvilla
featuring

Homemade Pizza and
Cuban Sandwiches
Phone in For 10 Minute Service
Open weekdays til 11 pm Weekends til 12pm

BEFORE YOU GO·
PICK YOUR
PANTS
ATTHE
BETTER HALF
LEVIS
WRANGLE RS
MALE
10024 N. 30th St.
Tampa
946 W. Brandon Blvd.
Brandon
Open 10-8

The South's
Number One
Rock and Roll Club
N. Nebraska

TUES. AND WEDS.
STORM
FEATURIN G
RECORDIN G ARTISTS FOR BELL RECORDS
THURS. - SUN.
FEATURIN G ZERO
DRAFT 15c a glass, $1.00 a pitcher-12:00-7:00
BEER 25c a glass, $1.50 a pitcrer-afte r 7:00 til 1:0
No Hassle Atmosphere

No Rip Off,Prices
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Australian
Movie Set
"Walkabout,"
the
Australian film which has
received wide critical
acclaim, will be screened
Wednesday at 8 p.m. in
LAN 103.

The film tells the story of
the relationship which
develops when a sister and
brother, lost in the
Australian wasteland, are
aided by an aborigine boy
who is on a "walkabout," a
six-month survival test to
prove his manhood.
Admission to the Film
Art Series presentation is
50 cents.·

1

Tom Sawyer ' Recreat~s
Carefree Days of Youth
BY LENORA LAKE
Oracle Staff Writer

"Tom . sawyer," a new
production of a favorite story,
brilliantly recreates life along the
Mississippi River during the
1830s.

***

Film History
Highlighted At
'All-Star Night'
Films portraying the histories
of both America's film and
television industries wtll be
presented during "All-Star
Night," Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at
the Tampa Public Library . !JOO· N.
Ashley St.
"Hollywood : the Dream
Factory," narrated by Dick
Cavett, takes a witty and
nostalgic look at the Hollywood of
yesteryear . In ·'Television
Land, " the birth and progress of
the medium is surveyed with
humor ranging from the antics of
Milton Berle to the slapstick of
"Laugh-In."
A short. "Lambert the
Sheepish Lion, " which telis the
story of a lion cub delivered by
mistake to a lambless ewe. will
introduce the program.

(films)
The first film by Reader's
Digest stars Johnny Whitaker,
Jody of "Family Affair" in the
title role. Whitaker superbly
portrays the mischievous Tom,
who's on the verge of manhood
yet clinging to boyhood.
WlllT/\KEH <and Sawyer) are
at their best during the scene
where Tom convinces his buddies
to whitewash his fence for their
own "gratisfaction."
The movie . filmed in the
natural surroundings of the book,
brings out a longing in the viewer
for the carefree days of youth.
One is especially reminded of
these times when Tom and his
friend, Huckleberry Finn , set up
their own world on an island in
the river .
Celeste Holm as Aunt Polly
shows remarkable tenderness
and love to Tom yet does not
ignore her responsibility to his
discipline. Her compassion and

understanding shines through
Tom 's lies about why he always
misses supper.
WARREN OATES, star of
"Dillinger" as Muff Potter; town
drunk, adds a special touc;h of
humor to the film. His stashed
whiskey bottles, worn, dirtYclothes and girlfriend--the town
prostitute-- .provide a contrasting
look at life on the other side of the
tracks .
Potter, the accused murderer
of Doc Robinson , surgeon and
undertaker, is warmed by the
loyalty of ·Tom, who defends
Potter at the trial. But Potter,
like Tom, cannot remain in the
mythical world forever and must
move on.
The film has something to offer
for everyone . For the child, it is
an entertaining story; and for the
adult, an escape to childhood, yet
a deeper understanding of the .
gulf between . boyhood and
ma11hood, and loyalty to the
truth.
For those who love a touch of
"Americana" and "fine family
entertainment. " "Tom Sawyer"
is a must. It is currently showing
at the Austin Cinema in Tampa .

TAS-T FRIED CHICKEN
2301 Aetcher Ave.

Where you get your chicken with your change
FREE COKE with any order, show 1.0. card

•Form$
•Notices
• Dire:t Mail
• Instructions
• Data Sheets
• Order Forms
• Work Sheets
• Announcements

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

• I y-pr1nfS'
•
IRS
~ · 4347 W. Kennedy Blvd .
Tampa, Flo. 33609
879-4684

fompo, Flo . 33617
985-2083

Brand New

INDIES EAST APARTMENTS

corner of 46th st. and Whiteway Ave. Ph. 988-7186

C 1\R SALES

11650 N . Nebraska _'\"e.
(corner Fowler)

971-0990
GAS SAVER 1973 PINTO
3 Dr. Runabout· Air Cond;
Auto Trans. 2,000c.c.cngine
Tinted Glass, W.W. Tires

$2636
1972 GRANTORINOSEDAN
Air.Conti., Auto.Trans.,
Radio,Ueat, Tintecl Glass,
Power steering, W.W.Tires
$3098
Bank Financing

011cn !J :OO am to !l:OO pm
Sun. I :00 to 5:00

Just 7/10 of a Mile from the Main Entrance to U.S.F.
Within Walking or Bicycling Distance to Class

1 bedroom furnished $1SS.00

2 bedroom furnished $18S.00

Unfurnished Apts. Also Available

* Swimming Pool
* laundry Facilities

*

All Apts. Fully Furnished
and Carpeted

Rese1Vations Now Being Accepted For The Fall Term
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Danny Coflin, a USF student
~ .. performs at fairs, rodeos, parades
and horse shows. Above he stands on a
rope while performing other tricks, an
act done only by Coflin. At left, he

stands on his horse, Bali Hi, while
Diane Guess waits for the loop to drop
over her head.

·uSFStu dent Becom1i1g
Top Trick, Fancy Roper
BY LENORA LAKE
"The meguey is a hard rope
Oracle · Sports Editor
and takes several years to break
Danny
Coflin,
in, but then it is as soft as a cotton
a
USF
sophomore, is fast becoming one
rope," he explained.
of the top trick and fancy ropers
Besides being the only roper to
. in the country.
use the meguey, he is the only
The 19-year-old physics major
roper to perform while standing
began the art when he was 9 and
on another"stretched" rope, a
made his first professional aptrick originated by Keskinen.
pearance at 15.
·
· TllE THl('K is done by roping a
COFLIN LEARNED the art
post with one rope and then tying
·- from Larry Keskinen, "King of
the other end around the horn of
the Lasso." Keskinen, who lived
the horse's saddle.·Coflin said the
in
·1eaiiied from Mexican
horse then backs up to tighten the
performers touring the island . He
rope, he climbs onto the rope and
is now retired and · lives in
spins another rope over his head .
Tampa.
Coflin performs this trick and .
"I've alwavs been interested in
others including making flowers ·
horses, cows and roping as we
with lhe rope at rodeos. horhave always raised animals, so it
se shows, fairs and parades.
was a natural that I should meet
"Every show is .different and
him and learn roping," Coflin
pretty exciting," he said, "but I
said.
guess I like the rodeos best
He met Keskinen through
because of the atmosphere ."
.
family friends . and . soon afterwards began takiiig lessons.
l'OFUN Al.SO uses a 10-foot
COFLIN PERFORMS . using
Kangaroo whip to break straws
both a cotton rope and the
being held in the hands or mouth
Mexican maguey rope. The
of his assistants .
·
maguey is used exclusively in
. l"ancy roping and horse roping
Mexico and Coflin said he is the
is also done by Coflin. using the
only American roper who use~ it. . !Ylexican. meguey:

ctiba.

N~eed :· a

part-time job?.

The Oracle Advertising staff
·is lookigg <for ~ intere.s ted and
enthusiastic persons for

SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
16-20 hrs. per week

"I have five different catches
that I use, including roping the
neck, the front feet or all four
feet," he said.
('OFLIN SAID there are only
five other trick ropers in the
nation and he is the youngest.
"Most of them are 40 or 50
years old and there's not a whole
lot of people learning," he said.
"It's pretty much .practice, as I
don 't think there_'s any s.e .Ualent
for it," he said . .
Coflin said he practices an hour
or two a day and would like to do
it full-time when he graduates.
"IT PAYS good money but it's
hard to get started in the field,"
he added .
So far. he has participated in
shows all over Florida and
performed in rodeos in Georgia
and North Carolina.
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Sales Position Offered

, EARN YOUR TUITION
(Female Students Preferred)

PART TIME - EARN $600 by SEPT. 15th

LADY BOUTIQUE
Call Mrs. Schoth · 229-9320

braziet

THE
MYSTER Y TR·EASU RE''
Worth $100 in Cas.h!
THINK WE'RE CRAZY?
Try and find it.
DIFFERENT CLUES POSTED DAILY

ONLY
AT TEMPLE TERRACE DAIRY QUEEN

ARTIST
10 hrs. per week
These positions are for
Qtr. I - 1973
Apply in person to

LAN 472

19 72 Am . 0 Q . Cor~
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The Crys tal River Dive
USF scuba divers were tested for certification Sunday in the chilly waters of
Crystal River and a 65-foot deep spring,
complete with caves. Wet suits were available
but optional and one lady diver shed her fins
(left) when they began to chafe. Class
members, taken by boat to the dive site, found
easy entry (below left) in the shallow areas
surroundin g the spring. Divers entering the
caves left sunlight behind them (below) as
they entered total darkness broken by a beam
of underwate r light carried by an instructor.
Oracle Photos by Bob

Fi~llo

PE Stud ents Dive For Fun'
1

BY MIKE KASZUBA

Oracle Sporls Wriler

A mask , snorkel and a pair of
fins, plus the ability to pass a first
day swimming test are all that's
required to participate in Coach
Robert Grindey's skin-scuba
diving class at USF .
Offered in three sections during
the year and in two sections Qtr.
4, the class, according to
Grindey, "gives a student a
chance to learn the techniques of
scuba diving along with an opportunity to gain national certification as a diver ."
Though USF previously supplied all the equipment, Grindey
explained, '!We now require the
students to bring their own mask,
snorkel .and fins and we furnish
them with things like tanks and
regulators ."
Grindey, the course instructor
.since its inception nine years ago,
said the test consists of a 300-yard
swim, five minutes of treading
water-part ly using the legs
only-and touching the pool's
bottom using a surface dive. In
addition, a student must swim 60
feet underwater and tow a victim
one length of the pool without

equipment to classify as what
Grindey calied a " good swimmer."
"We usually don 't advise a
student staying in the course if he
or she can't fulfill these
requirements ," Grindey said.
The course, the instructor said,
is strictly a Physical Education
<PE l course, offered on a
Satisfactory- Unsatisfacto ry • (Sm basis .
begin
<students l
"They
training in the natatorium and
work from there. Be.s ides this, we
have regular lectures that deal
with gas laws, physics and explaining medical aspects that go
with pressure and things like the
bends. So, we try to give the
students the full scope as much as
we can," he said.
Students can also obtain certification from two professional
diving association s-Scuba
Schools International <SSI) and
the Professional Association of
Divers <PAD l after completing
regular
course's
the
requirements .
"This is completely optional to
students, although most of them
go for the certification ." Grindey

BULLITT

starring Steve MtQuN·n
50t w/ID LAN JOJ
Friday-August 3 7:30, 9::30 pm
Saturday-August ,J 8::30 pm
Sunday-August ;)

8::30 pm

said. "In order to be checked out
for certification, it's required to
make at least one open water
dive . That's why we take the
students up to Crystal River.
But again, a student doesn't
have to go for this."
Oddly enough, Grindey said,
course enrollment is "heavily
weighted toward males ."
"The swimming requirements
are rather strenuous and not too
many girls like the thought of
having 42 pounds of equipment
strapped to them , although this
does become about nine pounds
when you're in the water,"
Grindey said .

SOUTH'S LARGEST USED PART DEALER

MOTORCYCLE SALVAGE
WE BUY OLD JUNK Be WRECKED CYCLES

ANY MAKE OR MODEL . - NEED PARTS TRY US

LOVENGREEN SALES
PHONE 884-0073

7616 NO. CALE MABRY
TAMPA, FLA. 3361"4
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Find ing You r Pad '
May Be A Prob lem

Coll ege Park Apts .
Cite d By Gra dua te

1

H
0

On-campus housing is filled and off-campus housing is "too expensive for a single student," according to Randee Supran, coordinator of off-campus housing for SG.
"We've been getting five to ten people per day in here (the offcampus housing office) for the past few weeks," Supran said. "I guess
all the dorms are filled, but Ray King (director of Housing and Food
Service) doesn't tell us anything. We had our first girl in today who
apparently heard the women's dorms were filled."
"THE LAST I heard, there were a few spaces left in the women's
dorms, but men's rooms are totally filled,'' Gail Best, special assistant
to the Director of Housing and Food Service, said "We aren't giving
·
out anymore men 's contracts."
equal
housing
off-campus
for
''We get a lot of people who are looking
to the dorms in price," Supran said. "There isn't any cheap housing
available."
According to Supran, housing in the USF area is too expensive for
one person.
"WE HAVE MOST of the students fill out roommate cards. Most of
them opt for apartment complexes eventually, but we advise the
students wanting dorms about La Mancha Dos and Fontana Hall( a
private dorm on Fletcher Ave)," she said.
"The exact status of dorm space isn't known, yet1 because the R.I. 's
are making room assignments and -all of the information isn't
available, " Best said. "Men's space is at a premium, but we don't
have any specific information, at all."
STUDENTS ARE advised .to look for apartments during "the last
week in August or the first week in September," Supran said.
There are a lot of new apartments being built but they are the same
price as the old." she said.

A USF graduate claims that College Park Apartments is unfairly
holding her $95 security deposit and that the owner of the complex i:;
demanding an additional $60 for damages .
Cheryl Pearson, who graduated Qtr. 3 and was nominated for
"graduating senior of the year" and a past president of Panhellenic.
said she was told the day she moved out of College Park that she would
receive her deposit by mail , but later was sent an itemized list of
damages and costs of repair.

u
s

MRS. FRAl\°K Gill , wife of the College Park Manager , said
Pearson occupied two apartments during the two years Pearson lived
there and said both apartments were left in "poor" condition .
"I'm not kidding. We had to paint everything. And the stove had to
be scraped," Gill said.
"They are out of their minds," said Pearson, in response to
management claims of her leaving a "pig pen. " Pearson said the list
of costs for repairing the apartment included $25 for cleaning the
carpet, $20 for painting, $75 for concealing a pet, and $35 for general
cleaning. Pearson said she did have a dog, but when informed by the
manager of a new policy prohibiting pets she removed it.
Pearson sent a letter to College Park requesting the refund of her
deposit, adding she has taken no legal action yet. ·

I

N

"I WANT TO see if I get a reply from them before I take any legal

G

action. But I'm thinking of hiring a lawyer on a contingency basis to
suit for defamation of character," Pearson said.
College Park came under fire last year when several students
claimed they were unjustly charged for damages and apartment
repair.

Blin d Stu den ts Att em pt
To Me et The ir Nee ds
HY DIANNE STEPHANIS

Oracle Staff Writer

The next time you complain to
a professor about the amount of
course 's
a
in
reading
requiremen ts, consider the
dilemma of the student who
would love to be doing the
reading-but can't.
Blind people make up a very
small number of USF students
(in Quarter II the number was 13
legally blind, 8 totally blind l yet
their needs are every bit as real
as the 17,000 non-handicapped
people who can read classroom
and signs material written on
blackboards as well as textbooks .
RECOF nINGS for the Blind, a
New York c:..ompany, records and
distributes tapes for those who
have a month or so to wait while
their request is being filled.
But on the quarter system, a
month is a long time to go without
important reading material. As a
result of the lack of recordings
for the blind , several USF .
students in conjunction with .
Circle K started a service last
January to provide tapes · of
textbooks for student use.
· Louis Atchison. one of the
founders of the program. said the
idea of forming a collection of
tape:; and loaning them out came
after he had erased a tape
totaling 26 hours of reading only
to find that another student
needed the same book .
Sl'.\TE January the nin e
students working on the project
have recorded eight tape s .

Louis Atchison
Volunteers are paid $1.65 per
hour for their reading contributions, Atchison said. Two
hour blocks are set up to total
about six hours of recording
daily.
"Eight might not look like a
large number of books completea, but given the harried
schedules of people, it is difficult
to find 22 to 25 hours of free time
in a week ," Atchison said.

Tapes are made exclusively of
textbooks, and Atchison said the
volunteers " take most requests ."
"As a matter of expedience we
try to get general booksBehavioral Science, English,
Biology-so that many students
will be able to use them," he
·
said.
STUDENTS pay $1.50 per tape
(reel to reel l, which has about
eight hours of reading on it.
The library donated a room for
the recording , Atchison said. He
also stressed the numerous
contribution s made to the
program by the various departments-espe cially Speech-in
furnishing names of books
required and assisting in finding
readers .

Bean Bag Chairs I
CONEY'S INTERIORS
1•12 W. PlATT Ph. 258-2131

:6.;....Q•.;.Q.J.S:
··-··· ······ ·
_._ .. _.. _.._

X - CHANGE

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·

ENDS THE USED

BOOK BUYIN G BATTL E
BUY STUDEN T BOOKS
AT STUDEN T PRICES
FROM STUDEN TS

COLLECTIONS
SALES

AUG. 6, 7, 8, 9, 10
SEPT. 19, 20, 21
SEPT. 24, 25, 26, 27, .28

RETURN OF UNSOL D BOOKS
OCT.1, 2,3,4,5
OPEN 9 A.M. - 4 P.M.

ONLY!

APPROVED BY STUDEN T GOVERN MENT

Freshmenf Sophomoresl Juniors !

REAL ESTATE

er
care
a
as
investmen ts/propert y management/sales
If you haven't thought about it,
we'd like to give you some insights.
1. DEGREE NOT NECESSARILY REQUIRED.
The ability to get along with people is the paramount
requirement .

2. AGE IS NO FACTOR .

The .iverage age in the Ol son organization is 29.

~.

INCOME HAS NO LIMIT
AND BEGINS IMMEDIATE LY.
Ail Olson first year men and women have earned
$15 ,000 minimum .

4. OPENINGS ARE AVAILABLE.
Expansion at Olson & Associates has never slowed .
This multi-offi ce firm has a planned expansion rate ,
creating openings daily.
S. NO EXPERIENCE OR FORMAL
TRAINING NECESSARY.
In fact, people without re al estate experience
are preferred .
(i. OL SON SPECIALIZES IN
WATERFRO NT REAL ESTATE.
W o rking condition s are the iinest. The customers
,ire usually more affluent, and a higher majority
oi s.iles are made for cash .

For more informatio n and a free brochure,
write or phone collect:
Personnel Director
12601 Gulf Boulevard
Treasure Island, Florida 33706
(813) 360-0855
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(SERVICES OFfEREO)
SPECIALIZED TYPIST
I BM CORRECT I NG Selectric, carbon
ribbon, pica or. elite. Type changes and
Greek symbols. All types of work and
·Styles. 5 min. from USF. Nina Schi ro, 11110
N. 22nd St., 971 -2139. If no answer, 235-3261.
LESSONS - Guitar, 5-string Banjo. Private
lessons by qualified Instructors. Guitar
rental available. Grissett Music, Ph . 988.
1419.
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST--TURABIAN,
IBM
USF, APA, etc. style . manuals.
SELECTRIC with type changes & Greek ·
symbols. 5 min. from USF--971-6041 after 6
p .m .
EXTRAORDINARY TYPIST
Years of Quality term papers~+
di ssert ations-statistica I data-thesis- Turabian-USF-Campbell--1BM Selectric,
carbon ribbon, 4 type styles, picaREFERENCES on request. Cali Gloria
884-1969
CANOE RENTALS
By Day or Week
Call 935-0018 or 935-1476
Free School ages 5 to 10 yrs.
Humanistic Approach
Perceptual Motor Training
Flexible Length of Day
Ph. 238-3814
Patricia Moll
CARSON OPTICAL - 11710 Fla . Ave. 935Sunglasses &
Eyeglass RX.
7854 .
.photogray; plastic or hardened lenses
made. Gold wire frames & fashioned
frames. Duplicate broken lenses & repair
frames.
PROFESSIONAL typi st-specialize in fast
service. Proofreading included . Call Linda
at 977-1903

)

HEil' WANTED

(

LIVE-IN counselor-Big Brother-Sister in
· Dorm for handicapped adults. MacDonal d
Training Ctr. 877-7431
NEED responsible girl or woman to live in .
Room & Board . small salary in exchange
16 days of companionship a month to 10
yr. old . Close to .USF Neb. & Fletcher.
Write immediately to Box 8826, Tampa,
33612.

tor

ARTIST-" student" 10-15 hrs. per week.
Experience necessary (1) silk screening
( 2) Lino-scribe ( 3) layouts. Preferably
CWSP but not necessary. Contact Richard
Alter SEAC Ctr. 226 or 974-2637.
COOKS AND WAITRESSES WANTED.
Good pay and free pizza .
Apply Pizza Hut in Temple Terrace.

-

MEN or women wanted for permanent parttime employment taking inventory in
drug, grocery and varieiy stores. Reply
RGIS Inventory specialists. Phone 8793876.
3.0 or
LEG.AL Assistant Junior-Senior.
better, part-time, mornings. Call 872-8424.
LIVE-IN housekeeper for bachelor, age to
37, lj.ght housekeeping, cooking, small
salary, room & board . Phone 884-0073 or
after 5: 30 876-1763.
EXTRA

cash

<work

today-pay

today)

guaranteed work, work when you want as
long as you want. Seven days a week .
Apply ready to work. MANPOWER 1919
E . Busch Blvd ., 416 w. Kennedy. Hrs. 6
a.m . . 6 p.m.

(

FOR RENT

)

FURNISHED Apt.. new, North Tampa, air

conditioned, 1 bedroom, bath, living room ,
kitchen. Single person only . 590 month .
Call now 235-4311 or 232-0011
APT . to rent $150 by Aug. 1 bd, central air,
heat; pets; pool; laundry . Near school;
wooded area. Call Vicki collect 305 464-8762

)

FOR SALE

(

BEAUTIFUL Flowers for all occasions for
best results, call : Thompson's Flower &
Gift Shop 2319 W . Linebaugh Ave. 935-8263.

---- -

-----~

THIS is your LEVI store. We have denim &
corduroys in regulars & Bells. Also boots,
shirts & western hats. Only 10 min. from
Bermax Western Wear 8702
campus.
Nebraska .
ELECTRIC typewriter . Smith-Corona
Electra 110. Absolutely excellent condition . Call 238-5276 575 or best offer .
FOR SALE stereo withe frack, 2 speakers,
headphones, Panasonic turntable. $70.
Decorator telephone $30. Surfboard 5'8"
Oceanside $40, Twinfin-good shape. Call
Sue M -F 8-5 Ext. 2711 after 5 977-4747

$150. Inquire 4611A Whiteway Dr. 985-2941
also 2 BR unfurnished duplex . $145 in Sept.

APTS. & HOUSES
TO SHARE
FEMALE roommate needed-own bedroom &
bath . Pines Apts. pool, sauna , rec. room .
S90 month plus utilities. Call 971 -1000 9.5
leave message Troyanne Kirklan
27 YR . OLD VET w i shes to share house. Has

own furn ., pref ers older stud ents & house
in country. Barry Stinson, 4457 First Ave.
N ., St. Pete. 33713 or call 344-2169.
WALK to campus from Univ . Apts. Hassle·
free living, 48' pool at back door. Frien -

AUTOMOTIVE

)

FOR SALE: 1969 Mustang Mach I with 3speed automatic trans. & 351 CID engine.
Good condition. Call 974-6477 or see Tom i"
Theta Hall, rm . 106, USF .

TV, RADIO, STEREO
SPANISH CREDENZA AM-FM STEREO
GARRARD CHANGER, 20 watts per
channel RMS--$200. Call 886-1338 after 5
p.m .
sacrifice .
must .
TAPE
VIDEO
WESTINGHOUSE 1 inch video tape
recorder with 4 channel MULTI-TRACK
Excellent working
sound control unit.
condition with 1 reel MEMOREX l inch
video tape. 5300. 626-3596 before 2 p.m .

1961 MERCURY METEOR, good condition,
$200. Ph. 985-1289 after 5: 30 p.m .
1973 CAPRI 2000, 4-speed, $3250. Air cond. ;
radio; decour. options. Must sell - moving
to Alaska . Phone St. Pete 522-4480 after 5
p.m .
WANT A GOOD CAR? Getting a new car so
. must .sell my '65 Pontiac Tempest. Perfect
condition 5275 or best offer. S. Mason 974·
6280; 6406

U!0 [!)E
.THEAT'Jl :
NEBRASKA AT FOWLER
nI-0007

MOBRE HOMES )

(

2 BEDROOM, furnished, duplex trailer.
Adults only. No pets. 13618 N . Fla. Ave.
1971 52xl2 MOBILE home, carpeted, furnished, A-C, bar & skirting. 54000.00 9884360
12x52 MOBILE HOME . 2 bedrooms. $500.00
and take over payments of $73 .Bl. Set up 3
miles from USF. Call 977-5287 .

LOST & FOUND )

(

poodle mixed, small, grayishFOUND :
while at USF. Call 971-8102 after 5 p.m.
LOST 1 young black & tan 80 lb. German
Shepherd. Vicinity of Lake Magdalene.
Needs medication. Large reward. 933-2575,
837-5621 (ext. · 277) Alan.
LOST: July..22 female Doberman Pinscher,
9 mo. old, wearing double row choke chain,
no tag . Vicinity Fletcher Ave. between
15th & 30th SI. Answers to name of Poppy .
Black & tan . tall 933-4039 or 933-4030
anytime day or night! LIBERAL
REWARD!

(

PERSONAL

)

ALL macrame 50 percent off during July ·for
all USF students & staff. Crafts Unlimited.
4948 Bus·c h Plaza or-:Z36 E . Davis Blvd.,
Davis Island. Call 988-6403. FREE instructions for beginners & advanced
macrame students.
UNITE w i th Red Star Cadre---Marxisl·
University chapter. Sincere
Leninist!
progressive people to disseminate Mao.
Tse Tung thought. Call 932-5889.
STUDYING GOT YOU DOWN?
Exams Make You Uptight?
A Problem Too Much For You?
Self-hypnosis could be the answer. Why not
try it? Rev. D. Sparrow 872-8185 Sat. &
Sun . 5.7 p.m . weekdays.

(

The Hogan of Si1ver and Turquoise
"We're back from the Reservation
. lyvith a new shipment."
HANDMADE INDIAN .JEWELRY
rugs, pottery, baskets, beadwork
Navajo-Zuni-Hopi
handmade leather goods
2512 E. Busch Blvd. 935-3407

68 OLDS CUTLASS CONVERT. New tires,
bat!., brakes. 5800 or best offer. Call 9882347 after 5 p.m. MUST SELL.

64 FORD GALAXIE for sale, power steering
and brakes, air, etc. Only 56,000 miles.
Engine in excellent condition. 5350. Call
Colleen 932-0845

SWINGING
WIVES

ggg

ANNOUNCES NEW
10 WEEK SCHEDULE
(SAME AS OTHER USF COURSES)
IN SEPTEMBER

CHANNEL16
WUSF-TV
USF College Credit Courses by television - in your own home or
in a reserved room on campus.
QUARTER I SCHEDULE
ANT

371-501

ENG

211-501

GPY

371-503

MUS

371-501

PSY

201-501

SSI

301-501

ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES (4)
(Dr. Evelyn Kessler)
CURRENT NOVELS (3)
(Dr. Lawrence Broer)
WEATHER & MAN (5)
(Dr. Hans Neuberger)
ISSUES IN MUSIC (2)
(Dr. Jacques Abram)
INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHOLOGY (5)
(Dr.. Paschal Strong)
SOCIAL SCIENCE STATISTICS (4)
(Dr. Karl Achenbach)

Plus

NEW COURSE BY RADIO (WUSF-FM, 89.7)

SHE DID IT
HIS ·wAY
Both Color, X

MUS

.Mid night St)ows
Fri. & Sat. Cont.
Shows from 11 :45

205-501

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC MDSIC
(3)
(Dr. Larry Austin) ·

TO REGISTER - Fill out an Add Form, September 18-21, at the
Y.O.U, desk in the Gym , or come to the Y .O.U. Office in the
basement of the Library, ULI 20-D. For additional information,
call 974-2341, extension 23.

NOW OPEN
BOBBY'S SMOKE HOUSE
1. Smoked Ham Sandwich ................. ................. ..... '... $1.25
J4 lb of thinly sliced smoked ham
on a hot seeded bun, graced with your choice of
kettle beans or cole slaw.
104
Topped with imported swiss cheese
2. One Half Smoked Mullet Dinner ................. ................. $1.40 .
lf2smoked mullet blended with kettle beans,
tangy coleslaw, saltines and sauce.
3. Smoked Chicken Dinner ................. ................. ....... $2.25
lf2smoked chicken, baked beans, coleslaw,
crackers and sauce.
4. Smoked Chicken Sandwich ................. ................. .... $1.00
J4 of a smoked chicken layed within a
seeded bun, dressed with barb q sauce.
5. Smoked Mullet Dinner ........... . . .. ................. ........... $1.75
One whole smoked mullet, with kettle beans,
coleslaw, saltines and sauce.

MISCEUANEOUS )

SPANISH Villa Apt. New, spacious. One BR

unfurnished, carpets, A·C , drapes, water.

(

FREE! Beautiful kittens need
Please call 971- 1595 after 5 p.m.

homes.

Oracle
classifie ds
sell
LAN 472

ext. 2620

dliest neighbors , weekly voll eyball. .. only
S75 -mo. Call Larry 988-4974

- - - - ---·-·--- - -

WAKE UP!!!
Oracle Classifieds Are GREA Tl
LAN 472

11

6. Hot Smoked Turkey Sandwich ............ . ... . .................. $1.35
J4lb smoked turkey on a hot bun served with
your choice of slaw or beans.
7. Combination Y2 Mullet and ';4 Chicken Dinner ................. ... $2.25
served with kettle beans and coleslaw,
crackers and sauce.
8. Bobby's Special ... . ................. ................. ........... $1.50
~ of a chicken, baked beans, coleslaw.
ORDER TO TAKE OUT
BY THE POUND
Ham ..... . .. ..... . . ...... $1.75
Turkey . ...... ... .. . . . ... . $1.50
Vi pint slaw . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ao

Chicken .. ..... ........... $1.20
Mullet .................. . $1.28
Vipint beans .. '. ........... ·. .45

6902 N · 40th St. At The River
3 Miles South of Busch Gardens
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bv Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

7lf£ 17?/At.'5
10f!ORROW,
HllR.R.15. IU&'V&
601 PRECIOUS

VVA W Plan Rally
Prot estin g Tria l
Members of the Vietnam
Veteran's Against the War
(VV AW) will .hold a rally in
Gainesville this week to protest
"Gainesville Eight" trial beginning tomorrow.
VV AW , which claims a
membership of 300,000, plans a
series of speeches and demonstrations at the rally, featuring
"Chicago Seven" member Tom
Hayden, former Pentagon
Papers defendant Anthony Russo
and Virginia Collins of the
Republic of New Africa.
THE HIGHLIGHT of the rally,
which will last until Sunday, is
the start of the trial. The
Gainesville Eight view the
Federal indictments for conspiracy to blow up the 1972
Republican National Convention
as "an open attack on our
organization and its credibility,"
VVA W
Mussgrave,
John
spokesman, said .
The Nixon Administration "is
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Pete Rooney , Tampa VVAW
member and former USF
student, said the indictments of
the Gainesville Eight are tied in
with the entire Watergate affair .
"THIS IS NOT an isolated
trial," he said. "It is tied in with
the whole Nixon regime."
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addition to holding
In
demonstrations to protest the
trial, the VVA W will also be
"supporting the demands of the
United · Farm Workers in
Gainesville," Rooney said. The
rally will feature Guerrilla
Theatre about life in Vietnam and
a People's Fair highlighted by
free food and a rock concert.
VVAW will have a campsite
miles northwest of
four
Gainesville, where people may
stay without charge. For transportation information, call
Rooney at the Cross Lode Book
Store, 932-4030, or Carl Brown,
626-7320.
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Physics Profs
To Discuss
Energy Crisis
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this
discredit
to
trying
organization by portraying us as
a bunch of crazy maniacs who
were going around trying to blow
everything up," Mussgrave
said . "We've never involved
ourselves in a violent act. We
think the record speaks for itself," he added.
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Two USF physics . professors
will be appearing on the Channel
10 <WLCY, St. Petersburg)
program Involvement 10 today
and tomorrow to discuss the
current energy crisis and future
energy sources.
The two part television series
will feature Drs. Norman L.
Oleson and William D. Jones
diseussing the current energy
situation in the US and abroad
and the ongoing experimentation
to find new fuel sources.
The programs, each 30 minutes
long , will be aired at 7:15 a .m .
Oleson and Jones are part of a
team at USF working on fusion
reactor-related research as a
. possible source of future energy .
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Oracle Staff Writer

The Bay Campus daycare center has been eliminated, effective Qtr.
1, according to Dan Beeman, director of Student Services at Bay
campus.
"The center was eliminated for basically three reasons: The expenditure per benefitted student was high, about $10,000 above the
income generated, the center's facility was a fire trap, and it was
located next to a pool," Beeman s1;1id.
THE CENTER, started in January 1972, was funded by Bay Campus
student acti"ity fees .
"There will be a meeting of the Student Affairs Committee to review
alternatives to a daycare center," Beeman said.
One alternative suggested by Beeman is a subsidy for parents
needing daycare facilities. "The subsidy would come from the Student
Activity fee," Beeman said. "This is only a suggestion. The committee
will decide the alternatives."
"THERE ARE a lot of aspects to the whole problem," a spokesman
. for the Bay Campu:; Academic Affairs office said. "A lot of people,
students and children are very sorry it closed."
According to the spokesman, the daycare center closing was "a
complicated issue and a combination of a lot of things."
Only nine full-time students are using the center during Qtr. 4,
Beeman estimated.
"LESS THAN 15 will be using the center in the fall," he said. "That's
not very many folks."
A list of "approved daycare centers" will be given to the parents of
children now at the Bay Campus center, Beeman said.
"I'd like to se~ the daycare center service extended to longer hours,
cheaper service, and better facilities," Beeman said. "We have to
review alternatives."
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